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ABSTRACT
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The use of the cloze procedure as a method of
/
determiningxelative
readability was first?introduced by Wilson
Taylqr, who\contended that the cloze procedure.was a'supdrior method
of determining readabijity-since it measured'a facet of readability
called concept load. Authorities have,accepted cloze tests`a,S-Valid
and reliable instrumen s capable of measuring general compreh.t4sionskills. Agteement now xists as to the aCcepted methodology of 'cloze ..
'',,
word with
test construction. A d iletion system of every
standardized blank length has been accepted, although recent sfudies
hayesubMitted that brank.length is not crucial to the construction
of clozetests. Three studies indicated, the suitability of the cloze
procedure as a method of determining the instructional levels-of
elementary-school pupils. In reviewing the literature, many research
weaknesses become apparent.
any researchers failed to mention the
procedures-which were employed in cloze test construction. Deletion
tystem and scoring procedures are often described inddegnately. More
needs to be known about the construct validity of cloze tests
Several affective Components operating during the completion of I-cloze test also need to be investigated. (WR)
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Many of the innovations in reading are' not based upon.enti

new concepts.. Rather, they are relatively similar to. methods which have

An example is the collection of processes used to-determine

preceded them.
readability.

All are methodologically 'applied to the reading material:

-without a reader beirt inVolved.

Most of themethods of determining

readability 'are concerned with the presence orl4bsence of specific words,
in the reading selection, and with average 'sentence length.

Thus, it was

with interest that the reading world viewed the ncwly introduced doze'

Here _was a method that determined the difficulty ofreadingP

/procedure.

.

It also

material by ranking the selections :in orde...of difficulty.

depended upon the-presence of a reader.
The dloze procedure was developed by Wilson L. Taylor in 1953
when he was doing graduate work at the University of

Taylor

applied the .ttatistical principles of randomization to:the-mutilation of
a prose passage\
.

`Ti's Mathematical deletion of words (that is, every
.

th word). was used o as an exercise to- determine the success "a reader

n

in supplying the missing word. Taylor designated this the

"doze procedure.
Taylor stated:
It is pronounced.-iike the word "close" and isderived from
"closure." The last term is one Gestalt psychOlogy applies

-

(

.

allson L. Taylor,."Cloze Procedure:, A:New Tool for Measuri/Ig.
Readability," Journalism C!uarterly, XXX (Fall, 1953), 414'.
.
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cy to complete a familiar but mot-quitefinished pattrn '-i--, ,o "see" 'a broken circle as a whole one,

to the human tend

T,or example, by mentally closiT.4.; up the gaps.?
.

years later, WeaverNtook issue with Taylor's analogy
Twelve
l
and.claimed,thatthe designation "cloer." was misleading since many of

the commonOonstructs of CerStaltpsychologYncannot be easily applied to
Verbal, situations.3

NonethelesS, the term survives.

models have long been popular in education.

\

Thep ofession has

used physioloj.cal and psychological models; it is 'presentl

being

influenced by ,a. computer and space age model, that of systems analysie./0

Taylor elected to use an electronic model for his illustrative definition
the cloze prouedure.

.

--,

He stated:
of

N

.

:
00

a

Cioze procedure may be defined as:. a method ofinterrupting
a message from a "transmitter" (Writer or Spe4er), mutilating
. its language patterns by deleting/ parts and'so administering
'it to "receivers" .(readers .or listeners)/so that their attempt
to nIake the patterns whole again potentially yield a considerable

number of doze units.4
.._

..'C

Taylor defined cloze units as:
Any single occurrence of 'a sucoesSfal:atteMift to reproduce accurately
apart .deleted,from-a "message" (any language product) by decid4,ng,
froM the context that.'remains, what the missing part shouldbe.
7

p. 415.

t'\

3Wendell W. Weaver, "Theoretical Aspects of Cloze'Procedure,"Fourteenth Yearbook of the national Reading Conference; (MilWaukeev
national Reading onference, Inc.,-19
, pp* 115-32.
4Taylor cop., cit.
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Initipily, Taylor applied the doze procedure tO,the task of
deterMining the relative difficulty'of a selection of reading material.

As prqViouslystated, this was a rather unique approach to riadabilityi

for,

\

asAndersonstated, "Clozeas a readability technique involves the

ruder.
.

'The basic theory behind the use of the doze procedure as a
method of determining readability was simply stated byHafner:
individual

"The

choice tof words) is an index of his ability to. comprehend.

reading matter."7.
A conClusion of Taylor's research was that the doze procedure
was a more valid predictor of reading difficulty.thari either the Dale,

,Chall of- the Flesch formula.

Taylor found that these formulae could be

"fooled" by authors' style and selected specific examples from literature

to deMonstrate this. .Passages were selected from-the-works of Gertrude
0

,

Stein and James Joyce..

The writings of Stein ,aria Joyce have, as,a common

feature, passages which :are easily read in. terms of the level. of-- vocabulary;-

but with a high concept load.

Taylor concluded that.the Dale-Chall and

thelFlaschformulae'were.not sensitive enough to Manyusspects of reading-,
since the application of these two formulae yielded very laW.lovels/of

Teacher,"

6J. Anderson, "Research in Readability for, the Classroom
Journal ofReading, X (February, 1967), 291-99...

7L. E. Hafner, mCloze Procedure,!'
IX (May, 1966),. 415-21.

°

Journal of Reading,

,readability when applied to the passages written by Stein and Joyce.

Taylor

felt that the cloze procedure did not suffer from this deficit and stated:
Potentially important,, it seems, is the fact that a cloze score
seems to .be a measure ofthe,aggregate influence of
factors
wh4h interact to affect thedegree of correspondence -letween the
nguage patterns of transmitter and receiver.8

Having confirmed. his belief that the cloze procedure is a valid indicator

of readability, Taylor submitted that the cloze procedure should not be limited
td this particular aspect of reading.

He wrote:

as such,e its potential usefulness is by no means confined
either to readability or to the reading abilities of individuals.9
Several, years later, Taylor again wrote of the clpze'procedure, this
.

time expanding upon his previous premonition of its potential usefulness.
Referring to his initial article, he` stated:
At that time, this writer tended to' regard cloze prOcedure
mainly as a "new and better" way.-of determining .the readability of printed English prose. EVen 'then, however,
there were indications that the technique was not limited to
readability matters. And now= -two years and many experiments later--the cloze method appears to possess a very
large number of potential research uses, both practidal
ln
g!!ltheoreticals

Taylor further,stated:
The technique seems to be all effective guage of, "individual differenc60"
in the comprehension of readers ..0011

By this time, the doze procedure had'attracted the attention of other
investigators.

Weintraub reported on the surveys of the literature which
me.

had been done by Rant p. and observed that while the initialreview ofthe
,

literature done by Rankin in 1959 containg/ a bibliography of 12 studies, a

8

afaylor, 22..cit., p. 432.
9

Ibid.

.2.4ilson L. Taylor, "Recent Development in the Use of the Cloze:ProCedure."
Journalism Quarterly $
(Winter', 1956)i 42
11 Ibid.

0

Similar review, published in 19 5 contains a bibliography; of almost 50 articles

Bormuth, a most prolific wr ter on the topc of cloze procedure, ,discussed

the doze procedure as a method of readability in 1963.13

Hafner followed with an article on the implications ofcloze in 1965.14.r.

\

Gallant obtained correlations between cloze scores and grade equivalent scores
on comparable forms of a standardized reading test, one. rewritten as a doze
test. -5

Gallantls conclusions are to\be interpreted cautiously, as she assumed

the cloze ,procedure to be too complex a\procedure for first graders and modified
it into a muitiple-choice task.

Thus, by offering possible responses, Gallant
,

deviated from one of the-basic ground rules of the doze procedurethat the
subject-supplies the response of his choice.

Gallant supPlied no rationale for

the method of selecting,the.non-correct responses which appeared on the test:

Since, in almost ailcaSeone of the-responSes. would not fit the blank due to
.

.

---

.

,

.

.

...___

1

,

a difference in language patterristhe results would seem to have little. appliCation

to the doze Procedure.t
eene reported upon the use of-the cloze,procedUre in the primary grades

9

,

.

\

12Samuel Ipleintraub "Cloze Procedure," Reading Teacher, XXI (March, 1968,)567.
\

1 1

\

_

0

'.'-'John Bormuh, "Cloze as a Measure of-Readability,"-Froceedings of t
International Reading Association, VIII (Newarki Delaware: International Reading
Association, 1963), 131-34.
,

.

14L.E. Baffler, "ImplicationS' of doze." Fourteenth Yearbook of the National
0Reading Conference, Inc:, "1965), pp. 134-45
.

lSRuth Gallant, "Use of Cloze asca MeAsure of Readability in the Primary
Proceedings of the International Reading Association, X (NeWark, Delaware:
'Grades,"
International Reading Association, 19655-, 286-87.
.

in 1965

16

17

and discussed many potential uses of the close procedure in 1967.

It was during this period of,time that many researchers began studying
specific aspects of the oloze procedure.

The more ,significant studies will be

discUssed beginning with close test construction:

Close Test tonstruction

Taylor's initial article on the cloze procedure contained a suggested
methodology for the construction of a cloze test.

This test was to be used

to determine the readabl4ty, or relative difficulty, of a specific.. selection

__ofreading material.

Taylor's directions Were as follows:

1.' Depleting an equal number of words from each passage by some essentially
rand
counting-out system.t Such a system is based on a table of random
numbers or else is.simply counted out every z.11) word (every'fifth one,
for:example) without any regard for the functions or'meanings of specific
,
words.
Reproducing each mutilated passage with a blank of some standard length
.(so the 18ngth will not influence guessing) in 'place of every missing word.
Giving copies of all reproduced passages to all subjects--or to equal numbers
of randomly' selected subjects--in a sample group representative of the
population in question.
.

st

Asking all subjects to try to' fill in all blanks by guessing, from the
context of remaining words, what the missing words should be.

Totaling for each pasSage separately the number of tithes original words
were correctlYgreplaced, and oonsidering these-totals as readability. scores..
"ra

Frank Greene, "Modification of: the Cloze avocedure and Changes in Reading
Test PerfortanceslY Journal of Educational Measurement, II (1965),Q.213-27..
,

.

.

`17Frank Greene, "Glaze Symposium," EdUcational Resdurces Information Center
Document ED.016 581 (Bethesda, Maryland: ERIC Document Reproduction.Service, 1967),
Abstract.
.

(

Contrasting the cloleTtotalS of varioUs passages: 'the passage with the
highest scorSwas considered "most readable",,theone with the second
highest'score, next most readable, etc., pending the outcome of statistical
°tests of significance of the differences observed.18

Deletion Systems .
,

One of the first aspects of clozetest construction to cane unaer investigation.
was the deletiOn rate"of words.

In his initial article, as cited aboriVe, Taylor

eSted a deletion rate of every fifth word.

sugg-

There was little evidence at that time.

to .support Taylor's-decision, which, it seems, was completely afbitrary.

Taylor provided the rationale in hiS second article on the clole procedure.:
His statement was Ss.follows:

"Also, it appears that an every-fifth-word deletion

system spaces blanks as far apart as they need to bein19

4'

The rationale for this decision was included in a footnote in which Taylor
indicated that Marlow, a statistician, had ''...verified that .a subject's performance

on successive,blanks created by arrevery-fifth-word deletion is statistically
independent."20

The problem of statistical dependenty occurs in deletion systems

of less than every-fifthword.

The rationale of using -,a deletion .system of less than

every fifth word is based upbn the benefits gained by olitaining a greater number of
cloze units from a given paragraph.

This reduces the length of the test, leng,/

being a point of concern necessary to insure the reduction of sampling error and to
insure reliability.

't)

18TacYlor, "Clone Procedure," op.cit., p.416.

19Taylor, "Recent Developments," op. eit.,p.48

MacGinitiedesigned a study to investigate the effects of a less than every-.
fifth-word deletion`system.

He concluded that:

...no statistically `significant difference was found in, the

difficulty of restoring omitted words when every 24th 12th,
or 6th worq was
oM4 but omitting every 3rd word made
itte
restoratiori.more alfficult.21

MacGinitiels concern, with less than every-fifth-word deletion systems-was!mot.

matched by most` inyestigators.

Many research studies have,inves.tigated systens
0

\

which allow for more, than four .words between blanks.

Culhane based his requirementssfor adeletion system. on the types of materials
-being read.

He recommended therevery-fifth-word deletion system for narrative

materials but felt, that an everY-tenth-word., count'yas appropriate. for textual materials
that were faCt-laden..2-

Potter concurred-with this ;reasoning and even suggested a

I

----

deletion system of one word in every twelve for certain purposes. 23
,

,

.

McLeod and Anderson attempted to use a deletion rate of every-eighth-word and
,

found that certain bfanks evoked ambiguous responses.

These blanks were replaced,

/
resulting in a loss of randomization, and this procedure was dismissed-as being

unsuccessfU1:24

2W.HeMacGinitie, "Contextual Constraint in English Prose Paragraphs,"
Journal/of-Psychology.. LI (1961), 125.
1.

2J.F. Culhane, "Cldze Procedure and Comprehension,"
XXTIh (February, 1970), 410-13.

Reading Teacher,

1

143Thomas C./Potter, "A Taxonomy of Cloze Research, Part I: Readability and
Reading Comprehension," Educational Resources Information Center Document ED 022 644
(Bethesda, Maryland: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, 1968), Abstract.

24j. MCLeod and J. Anderson, "Readability Assessment and Word Redundancy of
Printed Speech," Psychological Reports, XXVIII (February, 1966), 35-38.

In view of tha_findings of the previously mentioned investigatiOns,fit.is\.

particularly interesting to note a study by MacGinitie, which involved 600 c011ege
studentS: MacGinitie uSed.deletion systems of one in sic ; one-in twelve, and one',

n

in tw

A
..

y -four.

He found,nosignificant differencs.amongithe Oloze. test scores.2
,

-

P question also arose as :to the desirability of makinklexioal rather than
/

structural deletions.

a

It is conceivable that ploze tests ctn be constructed by, deleting

a specific Class of words such as,nouns or adjectives.

This technique seems ju-Stified7---

in the-eVent the investigator wishes to assess the language competencies of a group
of subjects.'. It would seem that -such a technique would be unsuitable. for purposes

of assessing readability or comprehension skills.

The deletion of a specific class

of words and the frequency with which they occur in a paragr4h, In and of itself,
might be an inflpencing factor which could affect a-subjectts clozp score by altering
the-difficulty_of the passage.
concluded that:

Taylor/ree
sarched this deletion technique and

"Findings up to-6Ow Indicate that...there seems to\be little
!

advantage in preclagsifying words and limit_n

deletions to them...."26

Further, it would seem that onceithe ran omized deletion rate'is separated from
1

the cloze-procedure, the loss of objectivity 1duad reduce the task to little more
'than sentence completion.

Also, one :of the Most'important qualities of' the cloze

procedure, tn&fact that the selection process of test. items is somPletely void of
I

subjectivity would-be-lost.

.

4

PotterLs statement,.as a result of an extensive review of the clozn procedure
best, summarizes present thought on this matter.

2514acGinitiel op. citq,pp. 121-30.
26Ta

is

for

loc. cit.

I

He wrote:

"The practice of. seleeting

cloze deletions on other than a pre-determined, mechanical;formula sou' question'ablt) since. a random sample. of the test, involved is not'obtain

27

Having established'

most tuccessful sustein to be used attention will now
be given to :the total'nUmber of deletions necessary, for inclusionin kcloze teat.
In his second arti cle, Taylor suggested kpassage length of 20 Aiorde.214 Potter
.Proposed a series of-guidelinefor IcloFse 'test construction end_ stated that:
not more than 20 words in every hundred are deleted,
(3) 'paragraph length be. at lease 20 words, (10 at least 0,
words areAeleted..in order to assure, adequate sampling of
pPssages.Y

Ra.n.lcin, in a study of students 'in grafis four to eight, also used a 250. word
passage With every -fifth 'word de).eted'.3° There is little debate in the literature

as to the appropriateness of the 20-word length. Most inxestigators have accepted
thiP 'standard'.

--

Blank Leatti..
.

While. the nuraber:_of blanks does not seem to be an issue,. the length of the
blanks has 'been-given 'sari! _thought. 'Early inVestigators have generally. accepted

the logic of Taylor is .statement' that blanks should be of 'a, predetermined length
(usually ten spaces) so; as to curtail the subject Is attempts' to guess. the correct

27 Potter, loc. cit.
28Tayl6r, "Recent Developments,*

op. cit.

29 Potter'; loc. at

"Earl

F. 'Rankin, "Grade Level Interpretation of Cloze Readability Scores,"
,, Educational ResOurges, Information Center Document CD 0146 057 (Bethesda, Maryland:
ti ERIC Document Reproduction Service, 1970), Abstract.
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AecentableCioze Test Reskonses

was exicAie*in his direetions'.pertain ng to-=ploze responses.

recommended
word

passage* scpiratel::

the ..painber. of times on

vere correctly replaced and cons4dering these totals as readability scores.'
,

his second articlelr-published in,1956 Tay/or again addressed himself to
the o'rdbleal of correct responsbs:
.

Each time
A suoject correetly guesses a missing word, he
scores ,one point; his "cloze-seore" for an7 particular
passa,,,e is simply toe total number ofra ssin4,words that he
pesses correctly 3.)

we passage

elds a

aw score based:upon the prihCiple of one point'

pea" correct respdhse

Thelproblm of

.

tat n4 scores on

length., To resolVe this probleyi

slaw

Ossages 'arises A:hen passages, differ in

scores are Usuail

converted 'to percentage

scores;

Taylor's stipulatior to-aoeept only exac rWord-replaoerknt reposes removes

elementof,subjective judemeht from scoring

As desirable a feature

investiF

as this may bill, many researchrs

the effects that accepting
11

alternatx-rosponses hac upon the

.14.dity\of a oloze test.
wt

One of the earliest of the alternate respone
ss'to be investigated was synonyms.
agreement to accept synonFas is logical. -Our langu'age laolos -specificity;

we-uSemany Words to describe a-partiemlar object.
did not ,justify the extra effort involved;

oyIer, Nleze Procedures
3..

Recent Developments 11

Taylor-felt that Scoring .iynonymi

Taylor contentled that there wag

p. 41 .

13
Wadvantae to' putting oneself to toe trouble of judging and
Findings pp to now indicate that the easiest
WayS of appiying:cloze probeduVe may be best fOr most uses.36
Culhane supported Taylorls-beAiees and wrote:
It is possible that synonym ,may be scored as correct, but this
would make scot ing cumberSo e and `lead to .arbitrary dedisions"

iegar

ng the Worth of the synonyms asa replaCement.3.7

In a study which-Compare '(he exact'word.replacement method with the
synonym replacement method

:tvddell found' no significant differences between

the two scorin,- methods in terms of the validity and reliability of thetests.38
Gallant dedided

as a.result of her study, that accepting substitute words

which approximated toe meaning of the Word deleted, az-0 agreed in uth person

and tense was not statistically significant even though higher correlations were
obtained using the sUbstitute scoring metnod.39
.

.

Since rot all elementary school children are proficient spellers, the
4'

problem of how to interpret misspelled words was acknowledged by Bormuth.

He

.

sOggestr!., accepting misspelled words ,wizen the response is otherWise correctr'and

.)

when the Misspelling does not result in the_spelling of. another word which does

-not fit The svntacticai context

R.

iia.

of

doze blank,ho

\

3ormuth also conducted

o

37CU1hane op. cit., p. 412.
1

t

36Robert Ruddell "A Study of the*,Cloze Comprehension Technique in Relation
to Structurally,Contrdled Reading Materials " Proceedings of the International
Reading. Association, EX (Newark, Delaware,:' International Reading Association,
1964)1'290-302.
,

39Ruth Zallant," "An Investigation of-the Use
Cloze Tests.as a Measure of
Readability of Materials for the Primary ilr deSy: (unpublished doctoral "dissertationl:Indiana-Universityi-1964).
/
,,-

.
.

.

,

40John i3ormuth; "The Implications and Use .of the Cloze ,Procedure in the
valuatiori_of-Instructionai Proyams,",, Educational Resources Information Center
Document ED .012 0711 -(Bethesda, Maryland: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
1967), Abstract.
.

,

Various studies to determine the effects of' alternate responses Upon validity
'

andconcluded that the most economical and objeative methods of scoring are to
be preferred.

The exact word replacement methOd

valid results.41

he decided, yields the most

JongSma addressed this probleOfter an -extensive survey of the

literature on the doze procedure and observed:
Thus.itappearS that the literature consistently: Shows the scoring
of exact word replacements to be:the most objective, efficientrand
useful scoring system to .use With.the doze procedure i2
The preceding sections contain a discussion op some of, the techniques and

problems of doze test construction..

The following.sectionexamines the question

of whether or not the doze procedure and cloze tests are valid and reliable
measures of readability.

Validity and Reliability of 'Clone Tests
as Indicators of Readability

In his initial publication on cloe procedure, Taylor supported the validity
,

\\

of the doze test by comparing it'with the Dale-Chall and the Fle'sch readability.
formulae.

can be

In this study, Taylor demonstrated that standard readability formulae'

fooled', by applying these formulae to passages written by\james,Joype and

Gertrude Stein.

These authors, writinfrP s are ranked as more diffimult.\by the cloze

procedure than, by the ;)ale -hall and the Flesch formulae.

Taylor explained this

by pointing out that the Dale-Chall and the Flesch formulae cannot evaluate

411bid., p. 20.

42Eugene A. Jongsma, Trhe ClOze Procedure: A Review of the ResearChlw
Occasional Papers in Reading (BIodomingt n, Indiana: Indiana. University School of
7ducation
p. 7.

I

comprehension difficulty as can the cloze procedure which,' Taylor felt, measures
,

.

.----

the factor of concept difficulty.

The cloze procedure

he contended, does not

suffer from the inadequacies of a pre-selected word list.43
A further point to be made in support of the cloze procedure can be found
in the method used to 'determine the readability of a selection of reading material.

All too often, the readability level of a book is found by taking three sample
,selections and computing the arithmetic mean of these samples.

Inaccuracies

occur when these samples; are averaged,', The mean readability score is often far
below the score. of the'most difficult selection.

For example, the" mean score of

the following readability levels 2.0, 5.0, and 7.0 is 4.7.

Some might conclude

that this particular selection is suitable for fourth grade pupils who are at
,grade level at the end of the Year and that it is certainly suitable for most
fifth graders.

However, in order to be capable of reading the entire.selection,

a fifth'grade pupil is going to have to cope with some seventh grade reading
material.'

The cloze procedure, which does not make use of arithmetical averages, seems
q

to yield a more valid indication of readability.
are passive:

Further, .most readability formulae

they are forMulaeapplied to the selection without input from the
I

pupil.

The cloze procedure might be termed a more active method since it involVes'

the reader as he'is reading the material.

Froese compared the validity of the Dale-Chall readability formula for

sixth grade science textbooks with a doze test over the same material.
major conclusion's were:

43Taylor, "Cloze Procedure," op. cit.,

P! 414-38.

His
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(1) Cloze tests werereliable measures of language difficulty 4nd
(2) the Dale-Chall readability formula is notavalid measure of
sixth grade science textbook materialS,,when the cloze procedure is
used as a criterion.0
In a study to determine grade level readability scores
Fry Readability Graph with the Spache formula
reading using seven primary level textbooks.

Fry compared the

the doze procedure, and oral
He reported high correlations for

all four methods and concluded that "the cloze method was the most accurate and
the most capable of making fine distinctions. 45 /However, Fry felt that the
doze procedure had limit(gd use, since it required the presence of a group of
subjects to read the selections.

Weintraub alsoinVeStigated the question of.lclozs validity and reliability.
His conclusionst based on a review of several studies, were:
.

.

.(1) that the cloze procedure provided d-a more, reliable measure of

readability for non-standard reading materials than commonly used
readability formulas1.(2) that cloze tests are valid and reliable
predictors of.the.difficulty level of reading materials, and 0) that
scores on comprehension tess correlate highly with doze readability
scores. These findings indicated that the Oloze procedure could be
used.effectively as a.measurd'of readability and of comprehension.46

It appears that the validity of the doze procedure is an accepted fact
insofar as the measurement of readability is concerned.

The following discus ion

44Victor.Froese, "Clole Readability Versus,the'Dale-Chall Formulal\Educational ResourCes Information,Center Docutent ED 051 975 (Bethesda, Maryland:
ERIC DoCument Reproduction.Service'1971), Abstract,
45Edward 3. Fry, "The Readability Graph Validated at Primary Levels:" Ea
tional Resou'rces Information Center Document ED 232 565 (Bethesdal, Maryland:
ERIC Document Reproduction Service51962), Abstract.
a65amue1iWeintraub, "The Cloze Procedure," Educational Resources Information
Center Document EDv027.1451 (Bethesda, Maryland:
ERIC Document Reproducation
Service, 196), Abstract.
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centers around the use of the doze procedure as a valid and reliable indicator
of comprehension skills.

halidity and Reliability of Cloze Tests as
Indicators of General Comprehension
.

'Cloze tests appear to be a valid measuring device based upon the following
logic relating to.face validity._

Face Validity of the Cloze Procedure

-Both standard achievement and teacher-made tests inreiding most often rely
upon the use of multiple-choice or , sentence completion items to test reading

COMprehension

kills.

A multiple-choice test readily lends itself.to the process

of elimination in selectingcorrect.responses.. Many of the responses to the stem
of the Question, are easily eliminated by the subject as he conSiderS the subtle
j

clues inherent in the construction /of. multiple-cnoice questions.

Differences

.

in verb agreement, redundancy of sentence style, syntactical mis-matching and
illogical alternatives furnish the more sophisticated test-taker with a variety
of clues which guide his choice of responses.

Subjetts:_gften disregard what is

obviously wrong in an effort:to determine what is probably right.
statistical benefits of guessing should not be overlooked. Bormuth
sets of scores,in the results of one of his studies.

Further, the
offered two

The first set was raw

test scores; the second set had beer_ statistically corrected for guessing.
Bormuth stated:

A set of corrected multiple-choice scores was also calculated.
This calculation was based -:upon the assumption that a subject's
score is made up of two.cOMponents. The number of items on
which he knew the rightanswer and the number of items on which
he guessed correctly. It was also assumed, because there were
four alternatives for each item, subjects guessed correctly by

18

,ne-fourth of the. items 'for which they did not know the correct answers.?

.

Sentence completion test items do riot suffer-from the previously mentioned
HOweVer, in both the multiple-chOide and sentence completion type of

draWbacks.

test.questioni vocabulary ,control aniconcept control of the questions are factors
to be considered; GenerallY1.teStlitets are derived from the text but often contain,
I

.

grammatical constructions and vocabulary which are unfamiliar to the subjeCt taking
the test.

The cloze procedure, which draws from the actual' material itself for test

items, inserts no\added vocabulary or changes in grammatical constructions.

the text is the test.

Rather,

The problem of a pupil comprehending the selection, but not
,

the question, can never be encountered in the clOze procedure.

Concurrent Validity of the Clone Procedue
Most of the attempts to prove concurrent validity have dealt with the naturk

f

the relationships among the cloze procedure and other standardized instruments' and
procedures.

Taylor. found correlations of .76 betWeen scores on a cloze test and a

comprehension test made from the.Same Material.

48

Bormuth reported correlations of

.73 to ..84 between cloze test scores and conventional test scores made over the sane'
material and stated the correlations .approached -1.00 when corrected for the unreliabilit'.
:of the test..

9
.

In a similar study, Bormuth found correlations of .92 between cloze

47

.

o

John Bormuth, "Comparable Cloze and Multiple - Choice Comprehension Test Scoree,"
Journal of ReadingiX (February, 1967), 298.
.

48Taylor, "Recent Developments,"

'-op.

cit.,

p.

°John Bormuth, " Cloze ReadabilitY Procedure," Ele entary English, XLV (April
431.

1968)

.
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readability scores over.a passage and. the
of the same:passage.as measured
50
In a later study, Bormuth attempted to determine the
Sy multiPle-choice tests.
.

'

,.,

relationship between the cloze procedure and word recognition and comprehension as
separate concepts.

He used all four forms of the Gray Oral Reading Paragraphs Test

and found correlations of .90 to .95 between the cloze test score's' and word recognitiondifficulties.

Correlations of .91 to .96 were found between the cloze test scores

and comprehension difficulties relating to the paragraphs. 51
which' to view these findings is this:

An nteresting,light
i
in

if correlationsexist among cloze test scores

and comprehension and word recognition difficulties, an assumption may be Made that a
correlation should pxist between scores on a clote test and scores on an IRI, an
instrument which measures both word recognition and comprehension abilities.

Literature

pertaining to this Point is presented in a subsequent portion:of this chapter.

The

following section is concerned with the-construct validity of the cloze procedure.

Construct Validity of the Cloze Procedure
The literature reveals little agreement on this' subject.

This lack of agreement

seems to be due to the absence of a theoretical framework, since the processes a
person goes through in%completing a cloze test are not preSently known.

An assumption

is madeland perhaps rightly so, that since the processes necessary for performance
on a cloze test are not unlike the processes of comprehension itself (as evidenced by
high Correlation coefficients), a similarity exists.
this problem.

Jenkinson's study investigated

She attempted to examine the process ofAcomprehension by,asking her

subjects to "think aloud" whiWcompleting a cloze test.

Thusl'she developed a

20

clarificaticn system for analyzing the process of comprehension.52
o

Kingston and Weaver applied the principles of factor analysis to the cloze

procedure in an attemptto determine the proportions of variance that could be
assigned to those factors which are basic to tests of reading ability, namely,

vocabulary and language aptitude.

A series of standardize4 tests, four reading

cloze tests, and four listening cloze tests were administered to juniors in
college.

The factors which were isolated were a verbal comprehension factor;

a cloze factor; and a rote memory, flexible retrieval factor.53

The data

showed that cloze:tests were nCit.,related to the. above three factors.

Weaver

and Kingston concluded that '"cloze tests are related only moderately to the:
t

BoriUth reported several Criticisms of the

verbal comprekension factor."54

\.

above-mentioned study. Ile_designed-his research-in-awattempt to eliminate
many of the limitations he found in the study done byWeaVer:and Kingston.
It would be appropriate to discuss the two studies by cOntrastingthem,
since they are similar in scope, and Bormuth's study is an:attempt to rectify
certain "wrongs"'which,he found in the Weaver-Kingston study.

Bormuth elected'

to use an every-fifth-word deletion System as opposed to the selective deletion
system used in the Kingston-Weaver study.

Bormuth randomly selected fourth,

fifth,'' and sixth graders1 while Deaver ,and Kingston used'college juniors.

the arsa.of criterion measures, BormUth constructed

In

his own Multiplechoide

comprehension questions and based the tests1 validity on pilot testing and
professional judgement;

Weaver and Kingston used standardized tests as their

52Marion Jenkinson "Selected Processes and Difficulties of Reading Comprehension" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Chicago, 1957).
,

.
.

53W.W,'Weaver and A.J. Kingston, "A Factor Analysis of the Cloze Procedure
and Other Measures of Reading and Language Ability," Journal of Communication,

XIII (December, 1962),25261.
54Ibid., p. 259,

/

criterion measures.

Bormuth conclUded that.'11.., one factor accounted for the

preponderance.of the variance.. ."55 BOrmuthfound 4.co

little qffuculty

4/
applying the name 'reading coMprehensioni t

that factor. "56

/
tfieWilor studies wiliOh dealt with construct. validity have, been presented.
TO this dote, --

ere idno research to prove. positively the construct validity

of the" cloze procedure.

It is appropriate to assume the existence of a rela-

tionship based upon the high, positiVe correlations. that' have been found between

cloze tests and many reading comprehension tests.
One of the first studies toinfiTstigate the validity and reliability of,_
cioze tests as a measuring tool for general.comprehension was
of 1957.

nkinsonis study

Jenkihson made deletions on the basis of word difficulty.

ratesvaried from every third'word to every tenth word.

Deletion

Correlations 5446en

theclOze test and the Cooperative Reading Test were .78 with the vocabulary
section and .7.3 with the comprehension section.57

Hefner found correlationS between clOZeAest scores and performance on-the
Michigan Vocabulary Test (for college students).

A correlation Coefficient of

was.foUnd.58
Ruddell is study used an every-fifthword-deletion system controlled for
high and low frequency patterns of oral language.
reliability went -as high as .97059

55

Ruddellstated that split -half

He also found correlations of .61 to .78

John,Bormuth, "rector Validity of Cloze Tests as:Measures re.Reading
Reading Research Quarterly, IV (Spring, 1969), 364.

Comprehension Abillty,i"

56 Ibid.
57

Jenkinsori., loc. cit.

581.E. Hefner, "Relationships< of Various Measures to the,Cloze," Thirteenth
Yearbook of the National Reading Conference (Milwaukee, Wisconsin: National
Reading Conference, 19645, pp.
r.
59

Robert Ruddell, "The Effect of Oral ,and Written Patterns of Language
Structure on Reading Comprehension," Reading Teacher, XVIII (January, 1965), 272.
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between cioze Scores and the Stanford Achievement Test.
Greene folind lower coefficients between cloze scores and total comprehension.

A correlationof .51 was foUnd between cloie test scores and the Diagnostic. Reading

Sum's& 60 Weintraub also found high correlations between cloze readability scores
and scores on comprehension tests.61
Gailant found the reliability of cloze tests to be high, ranging from .90 to

47. -These were significantbeyond the .01 level of canfidencedhei.conclusion
was that cloze tests were reliable for ail.three-grade levels tested.62

Bormuth

also computed reliability coefficients bTtwamethods and obtained coefficients from
to

.70 to .95.63° ,

Kirby designed a study to determine whether cloze test scores would differ
significantly from standardized/Oral and silent reading test scores. 'The tests used

were the Gilmore Oral Read* Test, theLliav Oral Readina29211..and the Gates Oral.
Reading Test. °StatisticalldifferanCes among these tests were significant for grades.
one through three.

However.for grades five and six, there werenO significant

6°Frank Greene, "Modification of the Cloze Procedure and Changes in Reading
Test Performances," Journal of Educational Measurement, 11'(1965), 213-17.

6IWeintraub

op. cit. , p.. 2.

62GAIlant, op. cit.,

p. 286.

63John Bormuth "Cloze Tests as Measures of Readability,andComprehension
Ability" ,(unpublished doctoral dissertation, Indiana -UniVersity, Bloomington,
1962), pp. 72-4.,
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differences among the mean scores.

'

Mean scores on the doze testS and mean

scores-on the Gilmore test did not differ at these grade' levels
,on. the

2212sarr.221.

lean scores

did notdiffer,significantly except. or grades

oneandtwo.Meanclozetcoresdidd4ffersignificantlyfrommeanest scores
on the Gray Or:II Reejiu Test for the entire saMples64
e

In much of the literature on tais subject$ investi :ators have deviated
o

from-ateed-upon clOze test construction,voCedures such as deletion rate, res,

ponse'scorinj, and other, factors of test :::onstruction.

Because of this,' their

conclusions are less useful than the conclusions and findings of the Above,

Mentioned s.tudies.,
The preceding discussion dealt, .with, the validity and: reliability of the cloze

?roctAure.

'7iie

opinion's of many investigators 'ape summed up by Bormuth's statement

that "... doze tests,are valuable . . because they are highly reliable and valid,
anq_can be easily and objectively constructed and scored. "6S

I.

.

'InterprptatiOn of Glaze' Tel-;.$cores

Theproblem of no

O

to interpret cloze test 'stores etas plagued researchers

more than-anyjother facet of -the doze. procedure. Initially, raw, scores were
i

used, b14 thiS method was of little value.

Since individual grade levels of a

eloze test-nOrm'alle differ in lental raw scores do not lend themselves to comparison.

In an effort to 'eliminate this problem many. researchers have converted raw

,Ciara L. Kirby, "Using,the,Cloze PrOcedureas a 7esting Techninuel"
Educational Resources Information genter DocuMent ED,019 202 (Bethesla', Maryland:
ERIC DocuMentaeproduction SerVice, 1968), Abstract.

6 John BorMuth, "COmparable Cloze and. MUltirAe-Choice Comprehension Test
Scores," op. cit., p. 291;:

t

A

scores to percentage sew:es, thus enabling comparisons to be made.

Although

slightly more useful,, percentage scores simply furnish an indication of rank.

For example, if a pupil scored 55 per cent on a specific grade level passage,
and his classmate scored '145 per cent on the same passage, ,it is at 'once obvious

which pupil has performed'less Satifactorily on the -test

Similarly should
pupil score 60 pe.rseizt or a doze passage of fifth grade diffic lty and make
\I

lower scores on each succeeding ,grade level, it is a safe assumption that the
elicited his best performance. What is not lolown is haw
precisely the reader has comprehended the material on .anr select'ion. The prob..
fifth. grade pa. Asa

lem is that conventional measures of reading ability, are usually expressed'as
grade equivalent scores. A method of, converting cloze test scores into grade,

equivalent scores, is needed as well as a criterion score to indicate "an accePtable performance level on.,a doze test.
A logical approach to this prob3.e.m may he to adopt. a criterion score

equivalent to a performance 3.1vel which has traditionally .met "with acceptance.
,
A survey of the Ate.rature reveals a basis for the selection of such a per
.

formance

\

.

Authorities in reading have been consistent in acceptitg the
,

.

75 per cent level' as 4-1n.accepte6le
perfermance level' in reading
ilexnprehepsione
....
4

The assumption is madt1 that material on which a pupil is cap- b2 of cbmprehending

75 percent of what he has'ireairis of statable 0./..ffi6ulty to 6e used for'purpofes
.

.

,,of guided instruction,
Perhaps the earliest mention of the 75 per cent performance-criterion was
made by Thorndike in 1917.

suggested the use of the 75. per Gent perforsnance

level and maintz;#ed that if a P:up1.1 '.gas capable ofansWering75 per cent of the,
_

'comprehension 'questions cover t.; the reading Materi.all such material lias4 'suitable

f or' use .in supervised instrilctiefial s,ttuati-onsA
P,

'

Coleman IS study attempted to detc.r.lidne' whie4 level of park:raph difnlulty
,1

W

reaated'in,the:graatest aKount.of infornation gain;

!
I

1"

He .,.0 ea A:trpnsparenty:iihich
,

contai,ned selected( reading passages. 'Adle the subjects 'watched the "FrOjected
I

W

4

0

Mot

Sententea.,

As the tape was i -bmoved
'

subjects to g.less

a, left-t,c-riait mot-ion; 'Coleman asked. his

the., sucodedineWords . :The Nape sae replaced, a
0

a.

the

,

c.

esthis test and t46'procadure w

receat,rd,

Coleman defined tnformations

the diffe.-.4.eAce lietween.. tte su k..jectS.' scores, on both.tests.-1faximum infematipf.t.
gain occurred 'Cll.:passages on wnicrt the e;subSt...cts ,scored close to .i.th percent;
.

)

,

sliht.caut:4-.41_1As pdvisable here irr that"

memory is;iikcip.to have'

f;'

S'

ea3.
(

sz

(\Meng 'z'eaqing autheitities;:Betts adoPtec the 75 Pe
, .
,

..,

,.

level .and it became pertef.his IRT.'°°
.

standard, 0
(
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cent comprehension
suggested the use of ',thie

..

-
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in 1961) Bond: a,nd7 Tinker also supported. its

fd
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Bor. Muth-questioned the adoption of the 75 per cent criterion and stated, after

the.Iiterature it tats

-*elrieW

The problem 1s that neither -Thorr.dike, nor anyone own. to. the author
has given either loigical
r:mpirical reasons-as to Whys" hese standards
5hou3d be accepteo,*

:

This DrObie0 .is potential; too Seri OliS to by left unattended:71

This ra.ises a interesting point of contention. Bormuth obviously felt it was
.154117 to nave- empirical evidence to justify a concept, or ..practice which has
-found- acceptance by readine authorities and which doeS, -indeed, seem to "work"
for .teaohl.:1!s--.-=.1nd -diagnosticians.

seems .that this, performance

',Furthermore,.

critr.-/ribii has bt.,/,9nrvalidated.by use. tot content wi.th non-emplcal valiriation,

Borrauth designed a siiries o StkldieS 1/1 an -attemPt to arrive at criterion levels

for interpreting olo.4e test,e'sCoreS
studies yielded information: siM
olem

Interecting.ly, enough' several of Bormuthls
_

to Coleman Is 'st udy

As previously statcd

A' stud.; used a plodifi.ed oltae procedure -And he suf:Tested that maximum. in-

°Traction gain occurred. at the tat ver cent scores Bormilthts later studies yielded
s

tit ormati. on *

air*d_ at` the problem of justifying the 75 per
cent:---and. 90 1-..er cent compre f::,:nsion scores (90

Inc pendent level:
e

123.g

frame;

utii. I 0/1nd t,:iat

L'Ijohn Botmuth

cent comprehension is indic'ativ'e

per ce.:t is indicative of the'

cloze test scores.,cc.rold be interpreted*

'erer,Ce fre/11-4

Dup.- ls tz y rk de

scoret. of: lesS that 17 per Cent on eloze

'''et-P---riinIti.on

Proceedines, of the International iloadin,k)r

level), and

(-4"
nstructio-al 1Pnding LevellP
ciatiori XIII., Part 1 (New k, Delaware:

Internatic..nal Reading Associati Or17-5 (.77611.);i. 716:
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tests exhibited little information gain.

Those pairs of pupils whose scores were
\

in the rapge of 17 per cent to 37 per cent showed a sharp increase in information
gain.72

Pupils.whose cloze scores were higher tendedto level off with but a slight

increase in information gain.

One of Bormuthts hypotheses was that the' level of

maximum information gain on a cloze test, thatis, about 37 per cent is comparable

to the 75 percent level of performance which has been traditionally
f.

ccepted as the

instructional level when ascertained by multiple-choice questions. Similarly, he
found that a cloze score of .57 per.cent is comparable to the 90 per cent level of
comprehension mentioned earlier.' Bormuth cautioned against accepting these results
based solely upon one stud,t3-.
,

Bormuth supported the results he found in his first study with a similar second
study.

He constructed' two reading tests, a cline and a multiple-choice test, over an

identical reading passage.

Results indicated that a multiplechoji.ce test score of

75 per:: cent is .comparable 'to a cloze test score of 44 per cent over the same 1113:iial.

Further, a multiple - choice test score of 94 per cent is comparable to a cloze test

score of 51 per cent.73
In the next study in -this' series, Bormuth contended:

.

When aStudentts score falls between 44 and 57 per cent, on' one
ofTthesetestsl, the materials are-at the level of difficulty -thought
tp be suitable for use in his supervised instruction. Materials on
Which a. student's score is above 57 per cent are suitable for.use in
his-independent study.74

72Thid
73John Bormuthi "Comparable Gloze and Multiple-Choice Tegt Scores," op. 'cit.,

pp. 291-99
74John Bormuth, "Cloze Head6bility Procedure," op. cit., p. 434.
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Culhane and Rankin, in a simiar study, reported. a cloze test.score of-41 per

cent to be comarable to the 75 per cent'criterion, and a clole test score of'61per cent to be comparable.to the 90 per cent criterion.

Culhand and Rankin concluded:

'In view of these findings, it is now possible for teachers to interpret
cloze test:scores with some degree of confidence by using specific percentage
drsCoreS as criteria df acceptable-performance.75

.

The scores attained-by Culhane and Rankin differed from BOrmuth's by four score
points.

Bormuth's-scores of 4)1 and ,7 were actually -scores which had been statistically

corrected for guessing.

This correction was based upon the assumption that an

element of guessing enters into a multiple-choice testing situation.

Bormuth's
0.

conclusion was that uncorrected cloze test scores of 38 per cent and) per cent are
comparable, to the. 75 per cent and,90'.per cent criteria respectively.

In a fourth study, Bormuth designed a testing situation which is quite similar
to the tasks performed by subjects during the administration of an IRI. -VSing different
subjects and materials, Borb,th asked his subjects to read the passages and respond
to questions orally*

Again, a cloze score of 44 per cent was found to be comparable
1

to the 75 per cent criterion score.76
Rankin designed a study_to investigate the validity of Bormuth's criterion scores.
He concluded that the scores were indeed valid and submitted:

75J. F. Culhane and S. F...Rankin,."Comparable Cloze and Multiple-Choice
Comprehension Test Scores,I, Journal of Reading, XIII (December, 1969), 193-98.

.

76Bormuth, "The Implications and Use of the Cloze Procedure in the Evaluation
of Instructional Programs," op. cit., p., 23.
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LLB.

per cent criteria (i.e., 75 per' cent multiple-choice comprehension), it is clear that thereis a fairly close correspondence

Usinzthe

°

'...between results of the formulae employed to check the criteria.77

He further stated:
.

per cent criterion (rounded up due to test construction
In using the
concerning fractions of.raw scores) ,z we can evaluate the Independent Reading
Level by using thecloze procedure.(8
In summary, it appears that_ sufficient justificationexists in the literature
for assuming that a clote test score of.44:per dent is comparable to a multiple,ohoice or sentence-completion test'score of 75 per cent.

And it appears that a clote

test score of 57-per cent is comparable to a multiple-choice or sentence completion
test score of 90 per cent.

The assumption may safely be made that the kind of reading

skills needed during the completion of a aloze test is little different from the kind
.

needed on other types of reading tests.

Bormuthis.contention on this point is as

follows:

The correlations between cloze,readability and conventional comprehension.
test scores are high, and none of the research has presented convincing
evidence that the processes employed in responding to cloze.readability
tests are, in any major sense, distinguishable'from those.erripIoyed in
responding.to conventional comprehension tests.79

The purpose of many reading tests, notably IRIs and standardized tests, is to
give an indication of the instructional level of the pupil.
1

A number. of studies have

.

been designed to investigate whether doze tests are usable for purposes of determining

77Rankin, op.cit.,

p. 6

781bid.

79Bormuth, "The Implications and Use of the Cloze Procedure in the Evaluation
of Instructional Programs," op. cit., p. 25.
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a pupil's instructional leVel.

A review of these studies follows.

The Use of Cloze Tests to Determine
Instructional Level,
7

The initial study in which an attempt was made to determine reading levels by
80

.cloze testing was conducted by Ransom in 1965.

reading inventory and a cloze test to her po
relationship between the scores.

Ransom administered an informal
-ation sample and investigated the

'With no research on criterion scores available,

Ransom set performance intervals after an examination of pupils' scores.

No further

justification or rationale was given to validate these intervals empirically.

Cloze

test percentage scores of 50 and'above were considered as being comparable to the
independent level of the IRI.

Percentage scores which fell in the interval of 30C1'

per cent to 50 per cent were considered. as being comparable to the instructional level,

and cloze scores below 20 per cent were considered as being comparable to the
frustration level.81
After applying these performance criteria to the scores, Ransom reported statis -

tically significant correlations between the cloze test scores and the IRI test scores
at the instructional and frustration reading levels for,all grade levels except first"
grade.

For the first grade level, correlations-failed to achieve significance for
.0

all-three reading levels.2

Correlation coefficients for the independent

,reading level were not significant at the':.01 level for a majority of the grade
levels tested.

t is interesting to note that 3ormuth'S empirically validated criterion

80 Ransom, loc. cit.
81Ibid., p. 39.
34Ibid .3 p. 61.-
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rahge of 38 per cent to 50 per "cent (not corrected fir guessing) is qdite

similar to Ransom's range which, it appears, was the result of an arbitrary
decision.

Kirby's study, which used the same pOpulation which Ransom had tested,
'

contained a comparison of scores made by pupils on several standardiZed oral

and silent'reading tests with doze test scores..
-

The performance, intervals'

.

used by Ransom in her study were also used byKirby,in the analysis of doze
test performance.

,

Kirby stated in her conclusions that "the findings of

study indicate that the use ofla doze test by classroom teacherS for-determining instructional reading levels of children is a promising technique. "83

In a studY similar.to Ransom's, Kirchhoff investigated the relationships
between scores on a cloze.test and scores on an IRI using a population of
.first grade children being taught by different methods of reading instruction.

Kirchhoff found significant correlations between the doze test scores and
scores on, the IRI for all first grade children.

In combination, Ransom's and

Kirchhoff's studies found significant, correlations for all grade levels of the
elementary school.. It appears that ..Kirchhoff also used Ransom's criteria for

Y
interpreting clob test scores.

r.?

Kirchhoff,submitted:

The correlations between the doze test scores and the informal
reading inventory Scores at tne instructional and frustration reading
levels were statistically significant. This close relationship would
tend to indicate that a close test could aid the first grade teacher
in determining the Appropriate reading level for children nearing the
end of their first ,trade experience.80.

33Clara L. .,:irby; "A Comparison of Scores Obtained on Standardized Oral
and Silent Reading Tests and a Close. Test" (unpublished doctoral dissertation,
13all State University, 1967), p. 82.

81Leo Kirchhoff, "A Study' Utilizing the Cloze.Test Procedure to Determine
Reading Levels of FirstOrade Children Who Have Been Taught. Beginning Reading
by Four.7)ifferent Approaches". (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University
Of ::ansas, 1968).

I
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Based upon findings of research thus far attempted, the future looks
-promising for the cloze procedure as a method for determing instructional

-C

Summary of_Cloze Procedure

The Useof the cloze procedure as a method of determining relative readability was first introduced by Wilson:Taylor4",who contended that the doze
procedure was a superior method of determining readability since it measured
a facet of readability called concept Load. .Taylor's research supported his
contention that other readability methods, namely the various readability
formulae, could be foaled by literature containing a low vocabulary load with
a high concept load.

Authorities have accepted claze tests as valid and

reliable instruments capable, of measuring general comprehension skills.
Agreement now exists as to the accepted Methodology of craze test conStruc..!
tion

A deletion system of every fifth-word with standardited blank length

has been accepted, although recent studies have submitted that blank length
is not crucial to the construction of .a daze-test.

Reliability coefficients

are highast.when blaze passages consist of at least 250 words.

8coring cloze

tests by the exact-wordresponSeis theMost valid method and eliminates any
subjectiVejudgment on the part of the examiner.

Raw cloze scores are converted

to percenta;e scores to facilitate comparisons among passages of different
lengths.- Research studies have demonstrated that a cloze score Of 38 per cent

is comparable,to a score of 75 per cent asmeasured by traditional types of

A
comprehension:tasks.

.

If a compariscin with multiple chbice tests is desired,

the score, corrected for guessing, approaches 44 per cent.

These scores are

indicative of the pupils' instructional levels;-scores of 50 and 57 per cent
(corrected for .guessing) are comparable to the, independent level of 90 per cent

'as measured by traditional types of comprehension tasks.

Three studies indicated the suitability of the cloze procedure as a method

°
i`
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s-c-r
of. determining the instructional levels of -elementary school pupils. P -- Y RA

In reviewing the.literature

R

-7

many research weaknesses become aPparent. \

many researchers failed to mention the procedures whiph were employed in cloze
test Construction.
inadequately.

Deletiohystems and scoring procedures are bften described

The conceptual difficulty of the clole7materials is rarely mentioned,

nor .are the readability levels of materials used or the sources of the materials.

In studies where cloze tests are correl t a with multiple-choice questions, the
nature of'the questions, their validity, and their development are not described.Serious Sampling errors exist.

How subjects are selected is rarely revealed,

nor are the actual reading abilities of these subjects given.

This latter

point is absolutely essential to the interpretation of performance on a cloze
test.

More needs to be known about the construct validity of cloze test. -Several

affective components operating durinthe completion of a cloze test also need

to be investiated.
.,

The effects of author's style, passage content which is-

not congruent with the subject's personal beliefs

and dialectal and syntactical

7.

deviations from the subjects' speech patterns should be investigated.
D

-The cloze.procedure has contributed-a-great deal to the areas of both
readingoand. language.

It is a prothising technique and, with the advent.of

future research, it can prove_to_be-an invaluable-too.

upRansom loc. cit.
'-'6Kirby,'loc; cit.

87KirchhOff

loc. cit.

